
Kdlmork, H. G. Linkage  doto  for two “reose loci The isolation  of “reose defective mutants  was  reported previously

in linkage  group V of Neurospem  crosso. (Kp’lmork I%5  Neurospom  Newsl. 8t  6). The results presented here
summarize linkage doto, mostly of random spore isolations from 2-, 3-,
and  4-paint  crosses with linked morken. As genetic symbol for “reose

defective mutants,  “re is “red here. The two  mutants  described ore desigmted os “re-1 (9) and we-2  (47),  where the hyphenated- -
figures  are loc”s n”xers  and  the figures in parenthesis  ore the original  isolation nxrs-now  “led  os ollelic designations (see
note by Kn$lmark,  this issue of Neurospam Newsl. ).

The linkage group  was  first established  os VTt for bath of the we mutants  in crosses to bis (C-IEIO-1).  The positions were then
mare  precisely determined in cmsz-es  with 2 (8 132), inos (374x  om (32213, 47305, oxS2949)  and  hist-I  (CPI).  Both of the
“reose mutants are closely  linked to the om and  hist-mi. and  thm=h  3wint  ormlvsis  it was  fDund  thxv  ore located ot-

Table 1. Svmmory  of linkage doto  from 29 crosses involving markers in the
opposite sides of am.  S”b;eq”ently  it was found

region of linkage  group VR where we-1 and we-2  ore situated.
that “re-I  and  “ra complement in hetero-

- - CoryoZXiving  a “reose-wsitive  mycelium.

Recombinant loci Number of Recombinonts Total
The/  al~~recombine  in c&s to produce
“reose-positive  offspring. Since each mutant

cr0**e* Total %;map  “nits Tested 36  Germination is non-leaky, it appears  that some combination

Ctlltl. ure-2 5 I34 27 .9 480 72 .0
of gene products (polypeptides) is o prerequisite

Centi. ure-1 I 68 29 .8 2 2 8 80.0
for on active “reose enzyme, the system thus pm-

q, ure-  I I I3 9 .2 141 94.0
viding on example of a “two genes one  enzyme”

urr-2 am (32213) 3 I6 1.5 1055 67.5
relationship.

ure-2 “re-I 3 28 3.1 891 79 .0 The linkage &to  ore presented in Table 1  ond

ure-2 hilt-1 4 60 4.1 1471 71 .4 the relevant  mop positions ore drown in Figure 1.

ure-2 inor 2 I4 1 2 . 1 II6 58 .0 The close positions of one “re locus on each side
ure-2 bis 2 59 14.2 4 1 6 68.3 of the  om locus seems inter&ng,  and raises the
am  (32213)  “w-l 3 7 1 . 1 6 2 9 61.2 questionas  to whether there three genes belong
0”  (47305)  ure-I 1 3 4.1 7 2 72 .0 to a comwwn  operon. Ureas-e,  controlled by the
am (52949) “re-I I 6 1.2 4 8 9 98.0 ure loci, produces ommonio by its enzymatic

am (322 13) hist- I 8 91 3.9 2346 68 .0 aon, while glutamic acid dehydmgenow,

am (32213) has I 5 7 .2 69 69 .0 controlled by am,  consumes ammonia by its

am  (47305)  inns 1 7 7 .2 9 8 98 .0 action (see:  Fxham  and Day  1963  Fungol
am (52949) inos 1 8 8 .8 9 1 91.0 Genetics, p. 176. Blockwell  Scientific Pvbli-
“E-l hist-1 3 I1 4.1 7 8 0 61.5 cations, Oxford). A coordinated control of the
ure-I inos I I3 5 .6 231 92.5 production of these enzymes would seem to be of
“re-I bis 3 7 2 9 .0 8 0 3 89.3 advantage  for the organism.

All iwlotions were rondo”,  except those from which centromere distonces were A detailed occo”nt of the “re m”tonts will be
obtoined. The crosses include seventeen 2-point,  nine 3-point  ond three 4-point. published elsewhere. This w~was  rupported
Individual poiwie  mop distances were obtained by s”mmotion  of recombinants by grants  from the Swedish Research  Covncil.
and  number tested from crosses where the respective two markers  were segregating.

Figure 1. h?ap  distances d f group VR morken in relation to “re-I and  “re-2. Top line: Doto from crosser with “w-l.
All distances mmsured from the “re-1 position. & line:-  from crosses with “re-2. All distances
measured from the we-2  position. Middle line: Relative positions of “re-1 ond “m-2,  and graphical
meon  positions of the various markers os determined from crosses with bxre-l and vre-2.-
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